critical phenomena, which we use to quantitatively account for the observations. Our results demonstrate how chiral minerals with high enantiomeric excess could have grown locally in a primordial racemic aqueous environment.
The influence of biomolecules on crystal growth has been studied for decades 16 . Yet, particularly, biomolecules affecting intrinsically chiral inorganic crystals 17 have received little attention. Such crystals could be relevant to the question of biological homochirality, as their surface is naturally chiral. Only recently were these interactions studied in the context of control over the handedness of intrinsically chiral nanocrystals (NCs) [18] [19] [20] . Those NCs, however, did not display chiral amplification, and are not biologically relevant. We therefore turned our attention to intrinsically chiral lanthanide phosphate hydrate crystals, which are biocompatible 21 and were expected to display strong circularly polarized luminescence (CPL), as chiral lanthanide complexes do 22, 23 . Chiral Eu 3+ -doped TbPO4H2O rod-shaped NCs (see Fig. 1 ) were prepared from an aqueous solution of lanthanide and phosphate ions in the presence of tartaric acid (TA), at a pH value of ~2 and a range of temperatures within 40-100C. TA is a chiral biomolecule, which strongly coordinates the lanthanide cations via its carboxylate groups 24 , but is not present inside the NCs' lattice. Powder x-ray diffraction ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ) verified the chiral space group of the NCs ( 3 1 21 or its enantiomorph 3 2 21) , in agreement with the literature on similar NCs 21, 25 . High resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images indicated single crystals without apparent extended defects (Fig. 1b) . As domains of the two enantiomorphic space groups within the same NC must be separated by visible twin defect planes, we infer that each NC is a single crystal of a certain handedness. Further evidence for the single handedness of individual NCs was found in a seeding experiment described in Supplementary Fig. 2 .
The luminescence spectrum of the NCs (Fig. 2a) exhibits the sharp bands characteristic of lanthanide emission 26 . Emission from the surface, or from precursor contaminants, is either quenched or non-existing. For a detailed discussion see Supplementary Fig. 3 . CPL is a measure of the degree of circular polarization in luminescence from chiral systems 22, 23 , and is defined as: CPL  − , where IL is the emitted left-handed circularly polarized light and IR is the right-handed one. TbPO4H2O NCs synthesized in the presence of pure right-handed (D-) TA display several strong CPL lines (Fig. 2b) , indicating that the lanthanide ions are in a chiral environment and that there is a substantial enantiomeric excess (ee) of NCs. We label the NC enantiomers in excess (made with D-TA) as -NCs. As expected, changing to left-handed (L-) TA gives rise to excess NCs with the opposite handedness (labeled as -NCs), resulting in sign inversion of the CPL spectrum. Likewise, using a racemic mixture of TA for the synthesis at 100° results in zero CPL (Fig. 2b) .
In reporting CPL data it is convenient to use the dissymmetry factor, = 2 − + . This normalization eliminates the dependence on concentration and instrumentation, and is proportional to the ee of the emitting species. Therefore, if glum of an enantiopure sample is known, it can be used as a "ruler" to quantify the ee of different preparations of the same material. The largest glum appears at the weakest (electric dipole-forbidden 22, 23 ) transition at 651 nm, and its value is ~0.4, which is comparable to the highest values found for enantiopure chiral lanthanide complexes 22, 23, 27 . For other values of the NC glum at enantiopure conditions, see Supplementary Table 1 .
To estimate the magnitude of the NC ee, the NCs were synthesized with different ratios of the two TA enantiomers. The TA ee is defined as
, where D and L are the molar fractions of D-TA and L-TA, respectively. Fig. 3 displays the dependence of the absolute value of the NCs' glum on the absolute value of the TA ee used for their synthesis.
Remarkably, the NCs' |glum| vs. |h| curve is non-linear, saturating at the relatively low h value of ~0.4.
Unlike an earlier study, where the absorption g-factor (which is proportional to the NC ee) was found to change linearly with h 19 , here, the saturation of glum at intermediate h values
indicates that the maximum excess (NC ee  1) has been reached. This enantiopurity was confirmed by single particle CPL microscopy measurements 28 . To our best knowledge, this is the first demonstration of enantiopurity in a chiral NC synthesis. Thus, the specific limiting glum value for each emission line defines a ruler for converting glum into NC ee. The saturation of glum seems special to syntheses with TA. When a similar chiral dicarboxylic acid (glutamic acid) was used instead of TA at the exact same synthesis conditions, the NC ee changed sub-linearly with h and did not saturate (Fig. 3 inset) . The much weaker effect of glutamic acid demonstrates the significance of molecular structural details in controlling the handedness of the NCs. The TAbased synthesis clearly exhibits chiral amplification -a small ee in the reactants (TA ligands) is amplified to a much greater ee in the resulting products (NCs). Note that a racemic TA mixture leads to the formation of a racemic NC mixture when synthesized at 100C. As we present shortly, a strikingly different result is obtained at lower temperatures. Once a ruler for estimating the NC ee has been set (normalizing all glum(h) by the glum value at saturation), we can turn to study the NC ee obtained from syntheses under different conditions.
On lowering the temperature to 50 and 40C, we observed an increase in the slope of the NC ee vs. h curve (Fig. 4a-c) , indicating increased chiral amplification.
Focusing on the racemic case (h = 0), we reach one of our key observations: At the lower temperatures, for racemic TA conditions, a NC ee of large magnitude and arbitrary handedness appears ( Many models of chiral amplification, starting from the pioneering work by Frank 34 , have relied on catalytic chemical kinetics 1 . Based on the aforementioned observations, we propose an alternative approach, relying on the statistical mechanics of critical phenomena. This description fits our results well, and may be found relevant to other chiral systems 35 . We assume the following: (a) NC growth is sufficiently slow to allow the adsorption of TA molecules on NC surfaces to be in quasi-equilibrium at all times. The time scale of NC growth ranges from seconds at 100C to hours at 40C, which at any rate is much longer than the adsorption relaxation time. slightly more favorable than their adsorption on a surface of the opposite NC handedness. Such a difference in adsorption free energies is to be expected, and has been previously reported 13, 36 .
(d)
The total number of NCs is fixed. This constraint is set by the limited amount of precursor ions in the synthesis vessel and the relatively uniform sizes of the observed rod-shaped NCs. Based on these experimentally supported assumptions, we construct the following phenomenological . Thus, since M is at least of order 10 2 10 3 , a minute contrast in the molecular adsorption energies is sufficient to produce strong TA-directed chiral amplification even above the critical temperature, where NC correlations are less dominant. The size-intensified role of adsorption might explain also the sensitivity to the molecular structure of the adsorbate (cf. Fig. 3 
inset).
We have presented for the first time directed, as well as spontaneous, non-linear chiral amplification in the formation of inorganic chiral crystals. As this amplification is guided by a biomolecule, and occurs in a mineral which is relatively abundant, catalytically active [38] [39] [40] , and biocompatible 21 , it is all the more relevant to biological homochirality. The behavior of the system displays the features of a phase transition. Intrinsically chiral inorganic NCs could therefore serve as excellent model systems to test the characteristics of chiral symmetry breaking as a critical phenomenon. We also show here that the competition between chiral influences and random effects, thought to have been relevant for the origins of homochirality, is relevant also for the growth of inorganic, biologically relevant, chiral minerals.
This work also highlights the huge, and as of yet untapped, potential of enantioselective synthesis of intrinsically chiral inorganic crystals. From homochirality to chiral surfaces and biological probes, there is much to be learned from such systems. All precursor chemicals were diluted in water to 100 mM stock solutions, except for the hydrogen chloride solution which was diluted in water to 1M. Solution B preparation. in a glass vial, to 2 mL of water we added 1.2 mL of Na2HPO4 solution and 300 μL of HCl 1M and the solution was heated to the synthesis temperature.
METHODS

Synthesis of
The solutions were allowed 30 minutes to equilibrate at the desired temperature, following which solution B was rapidly added to solution A while stirring. The addition of the phosphate solution to the Ln 3+ solution prompted the precipitation of Eu 3+ doped TbPO4H2O NCs, which caused the solution to become turbid over time, the rate depending on the temperature of the synthesis and the TA enantiomeric excess. NC samples were purified via centrifugation at 3300 RCF for 10 minutes and re-dissolution of the precipitate in water.
Luminescence and circularly polarized luminescence. All measurements were performed in a standard home-built CPL system using a photoelastic modulator and lock-in detection, built according to the general setup described in ref. 23 . Samples were excited using a high-power near-UV LED light source (Hamamatsu, 365 nm, 1.4 W/cm 2 ). Light emitted from the samples was collected at 90° to the excitation, with both excitation and emission edgepass filters to minimize light leakage from the excitation source, passed through the monochromator and detected by a photomultiplier. The NC solutions were magnetically stirred in the cuvette during the CPL measurements to ensure solution uniformity.
Structural characterization. TEM imaging was performed using a FEI Tecnai F20 FEG-TEM.
TEM samples were prepared on carbon-coated 300-mesh Cu grids. Samples for powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) were prepared by centrifuging at 3300 RCF for 10 minutes, removing the supernatant and drying overnight at room temperature under vacuum. XRD data was collected in a symmetric Bragg-Brentano geometry with CuKα radiation on Bruker D8 Discover Θ:Θ X-ray diffractometer equipped with a one-dimensional LynxEye XE detector based on compound silicon strip technology. The seed NCs are small spherical Eu 3+ -doped TbPO4H2O NCs, produced by the same process as the NC synthesis in the main text, but at room temperature, where the NC formation occurs over the scale of days. The seed NCs were prepared in enantiopure L-TA (enantiopure seeds) and were isolated in early NC growth stages (1 hour after mixing of precursors) by purification from the synthesis mixture. The purification was done via two centrifugation steps. Decreasing amounts of seed particle solution were then added to NC syntheses at 50°C with racemic TA and the CPL of the resultant, fully grown NCs was measured. We note that at this synthesis temperature, the addition of seed particles causes the NCs growth time to be significantly shorter than NC formation without seeds, indicating that the NCs are primarily growing out of the added seed particles. The luminescence and CPL spectra of the seeded NCs matched those of unseeded ones, yet seeded NCs had a broader size distribution ( Figure S2 ). The NC ee could be extracted by normalizing to the glum value of the NCs grown with h=1at 100C (Figure 3 in the paper). The amount of added seed particles is reported as % out of the total synthesis volume. As the yield of the seeds is most likely below 100%, the % seeds represents an upper boundary estimate on the amount of seeds, relative to the amount of fully grown NCs. In Figure S2c it can be seen that on adding decreasing amounts of seed particles prepared with L-TA into a precursor mixture containing a racemic TA mixture, the resulting NCs are still close to ee=1 (close to enantiopure). This indicates that the NC's handedness is determined at the seeding stage, hence, no change of NC handedness occurs during their growth, which strengthens the claim of single crystal NCs in the unseeded syntheses. This also indicates that the NCs grow out of the preformed seeds with little spontaneous nucleation when the synthesis is done at 50°C.
While it is true that some L-TA is added to the synthesis with the seed particles, thus slightly changing the ee of the TA (h) from a perfect racemate, the weak bonding of TA to the NC surface causes much of the adsorbed TA to be released to the solution after centrifugation and dissolution of the precipitate in distilled water. Therefore, two subsequent purifications are expected to remove most of the adsorbed TA. However, even if none of the adsorbed TA is released in these purification steps, the amount of TA added with the seeds is small and cannot account for the large resulting final fully-grown NC ee. For a simple quantitative estimate see the following page.
3. Estimate of the amount of TA adsorbed to seed particles Number of tartaric acid molecules (NTA) added with a certain number of seed particles (Nseed):
(1) = *
Number of seed particles added, assuming maximal (100% of Tb 3+ ions reacted to form seeds) yield in the seed synthesis:
Calculation of the number of Tb 3+ ions per seed particle (NTb3+ per seed) through the number of unit cells per seed particle volume (NUCs per seed):
Amount of TA adsorbed per seed NC using seed surface area (Sseed):
Therefore, according to (1)- (4): We assume full coverage, and that the TA density on the surface is:
Therefore, the maximal amount of adsorbed TA on a single seed is:
Furthermore, the synthesis conditions are:
Finally, plugging (6)- (8) into (5), we get the TA moles number:
In a racemic synthesis, the TA ee is initially: emission. This is due to the low Eu 3+ concentration, combined with its weak absorption at the excitation wavelength (365 nm) and quenching by water molecules 3, 4 . Only when it is in the crystalline matrix, protected from solvent water and activated by energy-transfer from the Tb 3+ , does the Eu 3+ emission increase to measureable levels.
The strongest indication that the surface does not contribute to the emission and that the origin of the CPL is from Ln 3+ ions inside the chiral NC is the fact that using different chiral molecules to direct the NC handedness results in the same CPL lineshape (Fig. S3b) . If the surface had a considerable contribution, changing the chiral ligand, which is attached to the NC surface, would have changed the line shape of the CPL. The fact that the line shape is completely retained despite different ligands demonstrates that NCs of the same phase and crystal structure precipitate, and that the emission stems from the ions located at the NCs' interior. The difference between the spectra is in the magnitude of the signal, such that tartaric acid is the best handedness-directing ligand tested, and camphoric acid is the worst. Table S1 . The dissymmetry factor (glum) for several CPL peaks * The transition at 651 nm is electrically-forbidden, and thus its intensity is relatively low. This, combined with the large scattering of light from the NCs in solution, makes the determination of the exact glum value at this wavelength problematic. We report the estimate for the lower boundary for glum for this line.
6. Enantiomeric excess of NCs with and without stirring Figure S4 . The enantiomeric excess of the NCs with and without stirring. All syntheses were carried out without TA (the handedness-directing molecule), and at 40°C, which is below the critical temperature for spontaneous symmetry breaking. The "no-stirring" synthesis (red circles) was repeated thrice.
The results clearly indicate that stirring is essential for the spontaneous symmetry breaking process. With neither stirring nor presence of TA, the ee of the NCs is either at the threshold of our CPL instrument noise level (glum ~ 10 -4 ) or below it. 
